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volvo is constantly developing the in-car systems and the services offered to you. when the software in your car is updated, you can have
access to many new functions as well as improvements. the car's software can be updated to the latest version online or in connection with

service at an authorized volvo retailer. you will be informed in the center display when new software is available online. for update
instructions, please click here. next up, we are adding a new new updatedownloadurl setting. this allows you to specify the url to download
the game from. when you first load up the game, it will download the update. you will get a message box informing you that the game has
been updated. you can now click on the button to update the game or cancel it. update: next week, genshin impact will be updated. we are

pushing back the update so that we can first release the updates for genshin impact to the server. we will start with the browser based
players. but if you want to play on the mobile versions, you will have to wait a little longer. you can find the.net core runtime sdk and visual

studio and visual studio code updates in the microsoft update catalog. if you have not already downloaded and installed these updates,
follow these steps: if you would like to install these updates via wsus or sccm you can add the following as an update channel: windows

server 2012 r2 sp1 windows server 2012 sp2 windows server 2012 sp1 windows server 2008 r2 sp1 windows server 2008 sp2
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this distribution channel is mostly
relevant to it administrators. an it

administrator can configure computers
across the enterprise to connect to an

internal wsus server instead of
connecting directly to mu over the

internet. this is more efficient, since the
payload is downloaded just once over

the internet and served locally to
internal computers. it also allows finer

control over which updates are deployed
to which computers and when. we have

updated the dependencies to the
windows 10 october 2018 update and

are now able to deploy the dotnet-
installers-2.0.1 package to windows 10

and 8.1. if you are experiencing any
installation issues, please file a support
ticket with the support link on this page.
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microsoft update does not have access
to the machine you are installing this

update to. you need to be able to install
software updates from microsoft update

and choose which ones you want to
install. for end users and other

computers that connect directly to
microsoft update (dont use wsus or

sccm), we recommend you use
microsoft update to keep your.net core

installations up to date and secure
automatically. in some cases, you may

want to manage this yourself for
example, if you are an enterprise that
doesnt use wsus or sccm and instead

directly connects its computers to
microsoft update. in this case you can

set the blocker registry key(s) described
in the previous section. prior to.net core
3.0, each update for.net core installed

side by side with previous updates. this
resulted in computers having many
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versions of.net core updates installed
even though only the latest one was
being used (the previous section on

runtime roll-forward covered this), but
these computers still incurred the disk
footprint due to multiple installations.

starting with.0, patches for the.net core
runtime and sdk are installed as in-place
updates. that is, installing a new patch
version (for example, 3.1.10) removes
previous patch versions (3.0 through

3.9). microsoft update will only maintain
one update within each sdk feature
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